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Advantage Slots reveals a reliable money-making system you can use to beat modern slot

machines! Its enthusiastic users have called it their "gateway to riches." You can use this powerful

information to win consistently at slots. This unique strategy has been called "the best winning slots

strategy ever created." Once you have this explosive information, you can walk out of any casino

with large wins - time after time! By using a perfected slot selection process, you will only play on

the best slot machines. Once you pick a slot that is ready to start paying off, you will know exactly

how to drain the machine and build up huge wins. This is the secret to producing consistent

winnings from slot machines. If you have ever dreamed of winning over $1,000 a day consistently,

this tested and proven approach to beating slot machines will make your dream come true!
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Jack Finch's "Advantage Slots" is a complete "how to" manual for playing and actually winning at

slot machines. I have read several books published by Silverthorne Publications and I like the clear

style and logical approach. This book is in the same vein. This manual is direct, honest and very

enlightening. It can take the place of half a dozen books as far as I am concerned.Here are some of

areas that are covered in great depth:1. Discusses which machines are loose and tight and shows

you exactly how to find them.2. Shows you what areas of the country have the best machines.3.

Reveals the exact strategies you can use to play progressive "jackpot" machines and consistently

come out ahead - even if you don't win a jackpot.4. Explains which denomination of machine is

loosest. This information alone is worth the price of the book.5. Gives a complete

money-management system that certain slot pros use to cut losses to the bone and to lock up and



keep winnings.6. Shows you exactly how to find the best slot machines and then use "hit and run"

tactics to beat the machine.7. Completely explains the winner's lock-up strategy that allows you to

win very consistently at slot play.8. Reveals proven winning strategies you can use to consistently

win at slots. This is the core of the book and is really great.9. Offers ways to find the loosest

machines and how to apply reliable systems to beat them!10. This book starts where others leave

off. This is really a manual on how to win at slots with more specific information that I have ever

seen. If you decide to play slots, consider the price of this book as your first bet.

A ridiculously inflated price for a 1/4 inch book that can be read in less than an hour. Contains a few

basic common sense suggestions (Like don't play in the toilet. Duh!), a lot of suggestions that you

buy more books that they've published, and some odd betting progressions which don't make

sense. If you walk away from a machine that's not winning, which is basic common sense, that is

what is cutting your loses... not the betting progression. This book reads like it was written for

someone that has never played slots before and contains far too many veiled advertisements for my

tastes.

This is book is pure delight. I have been winning three out of four sessions since I read this book

and starting using its approach to playing slot machinesThe author shows you exactly how to find

better paying slots and how to avoid the "sucker machines." Just using this technique alone will put

you ahead of 90% of the players.But there is much more. Several playing strategies are shown

which work really well. I have had extremely good results using these methods.I highly recommend

this book if you really want to win some good money off slot machines!
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